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A new girl comes, Kiwi. When Ryou tries to make the Mew Mews stronger, he makes a huge mistake!
What is this mistake? And why is a new Mew Mew appearing?
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1 - The New Girl

Ok.  Ihave a headache and a fever and I'm feeling kinda dizzy, but when I was tryingto go to sleep last
night, I thought of this story.  A Tokyo Mew Mewstory!
Oh yeah, disclaimer:  I don't own Tokyo Mew Mew.  Or Sesame Street(EEWWW) or Teletubbies (EWW
again) Full House, or Sailor Moon (thoughI wish I did own that) I did, however, make up Kiwi.
'thoughts', [actions], (author's notes)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ichigo: Hey, there's a new girl!  Let's meet her!  [walks over to the newgirl with the other Mew Mews
following] Hi, I'm Ichigo.
Mint:  I'm Mint.
Lettuce:  I'm Lettuce. [adjusts her glasses, blushing]
Pudding:  I'm Pudding, na no da? (I don't even know what that means, but Ihave seen from other fanfics
that she says that at the end of every sentence)
Zakuro:  I'm Zakuro. [says in a snobby way, though the new girl doesn'tnotice]
New Girl:  Hi everybody!  I just moved here.  My name isKiwi.  (stupid name, but the names are all food,
I think, so I just pickeda random one)

Off at CaféMew Mew

Ryou:  Ihave perfected the formula to make the Mew Mews stronger!  Mwahahaha!
Keiichiro:  [comes in] I thought it was for a good cause!
Ryou:  Of course it is!  What do you think I am, a madscientist?  I've always wanted to do that laugh…
Keiichiro: [sweatdrops] (you don't know how many times I've seen that in SailorMoon…I love it!)
Ryou:  [puts it in machine, then presses a button] Dang it, I missed!

Back with theMew Mews…

Ichigo: [stumbles as earthquake starts] An earthquake!
Zakuro:  [manages to keep her balance] This is NO normal earthquake. Remember the one at the
museum?
All except Kiwi:  [stare at Kiwi, who has fainted]
Pudding:  [gets a good grip on the ground as the earthquake stops] Wow…
Mint:  We better get Kiwi home.
Lettuce:  But we have no idea where she lives!
Ichigo:  Well, let's take her to Café Mew Mew!  [all run to Café MewMew]

When they getthere…

Lettuce: Let's take her to Ryou!  Maybe he can help!  [all rush to Ryou'sroom, then Ichigo knocks]
Ryou:  [opens the door] Well, it seems we have a visitor!
Mint:  I have a feeling you had something to do with this!



Ryou:  Yes, I did.
Pudding:  What did you do????

Bloopers:

Director: Formula, Take One!
Ryou:  I have perfected the formula to make the Mew Mews stronger! Mwahahaha!
Keiichiro:  [comes in] I thought it was for a good cause!
Ryou:  Why would it be?  Mwahahaha!  I will make them stronger,and control their minds at the same
time to make them evil!
Keiichiro:  O.o

Director: Earthquake, Take One!

Ichigo: [stumbles as earthquake starts] An earthquake!
Zakuro:  [manages to keep her balance] This is NO normal earthquake. Remember the one at the
museum?  Where we turned into Mew Mews?
Kiwi:  O.O I know your secret!  I know your secret!  :-P

Director: Ryou's Room, Take One!

Lettuce: Let's take her to Ryou!  Maybe he can help!  [all rush to Ryou'sroom, then Ichigo knocks]
Ryou:  [opens the door] Well, it seems we have a visitor!
Mint:  I have a feeling you had something to do with this!
Ryou:  Yes, I did.
Mint:  O.o I was joking…

Director: Ryou's Room, Take Two!

Lettuce: Let's take her to Ryou!  Maybe he can help!  [all rush to Ryou'sroom, then Ichigo barges in,
seeing Ryou without his shirt]
Ichigo:  O.O [turns around, embarrassed]
Director:  Ryou's Room, Take Three!  And get it rightthis time, peoples!

Lettuce: Let's take her to Ryou!  Maybe he can help!  [all rush to Ryou'sroom, then Ichigo knocks]
Ryou:  [opens the door] Sunny day, sweeping the clouds away.  Onmy way, to where the air is sweet! 
Can you tell me how to get, how to getto Sesame Street?
All:  O.O That was SOO random!

Director: Ryou's Room, Take Four!  Really, peoples, I don't have all day!

Lettuce: Let's take her to Ryou!  Maybe he can help!  [all rush to Ryou'sroom, then Ichigo knocks]
Ryou:  [opens the door] Teletubbies… Teletubbies!  Sayhello!  (He's singing the theme song from
Teletubbies, if you don'trecognize it.  I have to live with this everyday, since I have a3-year-old sister and
we only have one working TV…one broke)
All:  O.O



Director: Ryou's Room, Take Five!  Now get it right!

Lettuce: Let's take her to Ryou!  Maybe he can help!  [all rush to Ryou'sroom, then Ichigo knocks]
Ryou:  [opens the door] Well, it seems that…I have forgotten my line!
All: u.u

Director: Ryou's Room, Take Six!

Lettuce: Let's take her to Ryou!  Maybe he can help!  [all rush towards room,and Ichigo barges in]
Keiichiro:  Everywhere you look, Everywhere you look.  There'ssomeone who loves you.  When you're
lost out there, and you're all alone,there's a light out there that'll carry you home.  Everywhere
youlook (Full House theme song) Hey, you've got the wrong room! I'm on a coffee break!
Lettuce:  o.o;

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Alright, thechapter has ended.  I like bloopers!  :-)  Bloopers at the endof each chapter, I promise!
C U L8R!
Sailor Silver Sky



2 - Kiwi's Transformation

HI peoples!
Disclaimer:  I don’t own Tokyo Mew Mew.  Imade up Kiwi.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ryou: I was trying to make you stronger, but I missed!  I think I hit herinstead.  Let’s see… [dumps
bucket of ice-coldwater on Kiwi’s head]
Kiwi:  Wha-?  HEY!!!!!!
Ryou:  At the earthquake, what happened just before you fainted?
Kiwi:  Well, the surroundings seemed to disappear, and a fox appearedbefore me, and seemed to merge
into me!
Ryou:  Well, what’s your name?
Kiwi:  My name’s Kiwi!
Ryou:  Well, Kiwi, put this on.  You willnow work at Café Mew Mew for 10$ an hour.  [gives her uniform]
Kiwi:  Ok!  [goes to change, then comesback]
Zakuro:  Wow, you look good in that uniform!
Kiwi:  Thanx!  I want to be a model when Iget older.

Later…
Ichigo: Pudding, can you help the next customer?
Pudding:  Sure, I c-whoops! [has dropped plates]
Kiwi:  I’ll clean it up!  [takes out a broomand dustpan]
Zakuro:  Wow, she’s been really on top of things here!
Lettuce:  Yeah, she’s been doing as well as you, Zakuro!
Random customer:  Aagh!
Mint:  [rushes over to see what’s wrong] A kiremaanima!  Mew Mew Mint Metamorphosis!
Ichigo:  Mew Mew Strawberry Metamorphosis!
Lettuce:  Mew Mew Lettuce Metamorphosis!
Pudding:  Mew Mew Pudding Metamorphosis!
Zakuro:  Mew Mew Zakuro Metamorphosis!
Ryou:  Kiwi, say ‘Mew Mew Kiwi Metamorphosis!’
Kiwi:  Mew Mew Kiwi Metamorphosis!  [the Mew Mews stop to watch her transform]
Ichigo:  Another Mew Mew?  Don’t worry,Kiwi, the words will come to you!  For your evil actions, we will
make youpay!
Kiwi:  Kiwi Rod!  [a teal rod appears in herhand]  Ribbon Kiwi Shock!  [kiremaanima is defeated]  Wow,
did I just do that?
Ichigo:  Yeah, that was you!

Bloopers:
Director: Kirema Anima Appearance, take one!

Random customer:  Aagh!
Mint:  [rushes over to see what’s wrong] What’swrong?



Random customer:  That girl with the pink hairhas something in her teeth!
Mint:  [looks at Ichigo] Aagh!  [faints]

Director: Kiwi’s Attack, take one!
Kiwi: Kiwi Rod!  [a teal rod appears in her hand]Ribbon Kiwi Shock!  [kiremaanima is defeated] Wow, did
I just do that?
Ichigo:  No, that was someone else.
Kiwi:  Ichigo, of course that was me, that was a rhetorical question!
Ichigo:  What does rhetorical mean?
All but Ichigo:  O.o

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Iknow, I know, there were only two bloopers, but I don’t feel like writingsomething funny today.  I swear,
I’ll write next chapter when I’m hyper,and it will be funnier.  I am not hyper right now.  I am hot. It is 80
degrees up here, and the AC hasn’t kicked in yet.  When I firstgot home, the keyboard was burning hot. 
Oh well!
C U L8R!
Sailor Silver Sky



3 - Kiwi's Sister

Hi again!
--------------------------------------------------------------
'thoughts', [actions], (author's notes)
Kiwi: [detransforms] Wow, I can't believe I just did that!
Zakuro:  Yeah, you get that feeling when you first transform.  By theway, how old are you?
Kiwi:  I'm 11.
Zakuro:  Well, Pudding's 11, Ichigo, Mint, and Lettuce are 12, and I'm14.  (I actually don't know how old
they are, so I just made that up)
Kiwi:  Cool!
Ryou:  [walks in] Well, I just figured it out.  Kiwi, you are mergedwith the DNA of an endangered fox.
Kiwi:  That's cool.  [a girl looking about 6walks in]
Girl:  Kiwi, hi!  I didn't know you worked here!
Kiwi:  Oh, hi, Candy!  Why are you here?  Is Mom outside?
Candy:  Yeah, Mom is.  Who are thesepeople?
Kiwi:  Candy, this is Ryou, Ichigo, Mint, Lettuce,Pudding, and Zakuro.  You guys, this is my 6-year-old
sister Candy.
Ichigo:  Hi, Candy!  So you're Kiwi's sister?
Candy:  [nods shyly, then wraps herself aroundKiwi's leg]
Kiwi:  Well, I guess I need to go.  Bye guys! [leaveswith Candy]
Ryou:  There's something about that girl…
Mint:  You mean Kiwi?
Ryou:  No, Kiwi's sister, Candy.  Somethingdifferent, but I can't figure out what it is.

Later at Kiwi's house…

[Kiwi and Candy are playing in theirbedroom]
Kiwi:  So, maybe you can come see the café that I work at, get to know myfriends?
Candy:  Ooh!  Ooh!  I'd love to! [bounces up and down on the bed, and all of a sudden, earsand a tail
pop out.  Candy keeps bouncing,oblivious to what was going on]
Kiwi:  Uh, Candy?
Candy:  Yes?  [stopsbouncing and her ears and tail retract]
Kiwi:  Do that again, and look at yourself in the mirror.
Candy:  Ok!  [bouncesup and down, getting excited again, then looks in a mirror]  Cool!  Ihave cat ears
and a tail!
Kiwi:  'But I thought it was only us!  That's all Ryou said… Wait a minute… Maybe when it hit me, it hit
Candy, too!'  Candy, did you feel anearthquake this morning?
Candy:  Yeah!
Kiwi:  Well, what happened?
Candy:  Well, there was an earthquake, and allof a sudden, a cute cat appeared, and when I picked it
up, it came into me!
Kiwi:  Well, come with me.  [leads her tothe Café]



At the Cafe
Ichigo: Mint, come on, help out!
Mint:  You know that I have my afternoon tea about now!
Ichigo:  Well-[is interrupted by Kiwi pulling Candy over to Ryou]
Kiwi:  Ryou, we need to talk.  WITH Candy there,too.  [pulls Ryou into a room]  Ryou,are you sure that
you only injected me with DNA?
Ryou:  Yeah, 99% sure.
Kiwi:  Well, then 1% is right!  You hit Candy too!
Ryou:  What?  I did?
Kiwi:   Candy, get excited orwhatever.
Candy:  Okey-dokey! [gets excited and cat ears and a tail pop out]
Ryou:  Okay, so I hit Candy.  The problem is, she can't work here.  She's only six.
Random loud voice:  ROAR!
Ryou:  [looks out window]  KiremaAnima!  Go tell the others!  Candy, say Mew Mew Candy
Metamorphosis!
Candy:  Mew Mew Candy Metamorphosis!  [transforms]  Wow! [runsoutside with the others]
All:  For your evil actions, we will make you pay!
Candy:  Candy Ribbons!  RibbonCandy Encircle!  (I know it sounds like Sailor Venus's Venus Love
ChainEncircle, but oh well, I'm addicted to Sailor Moon)
Ichigo:  Ribbon Strawberry Check!
Mint:  Ribbon Mint Echo!
Lettuce:  Ribbon Lettuce Rush!
Pudding:  Pudding Ring Inferno!
Zakuro:  Ribbon Zakuro Pure!
Kiwi:  Ribbon Kiwi Shock!  [kiremaanima is defeated]
Candy:  Wow!  [anotherkirema anima appears]
Lettuce:  Again?
Kish:  You'll never defeat them all!  [five more appear]
Ichigo:  We'll just have to try to defeat them one by on- Aahh! [is picked up by one]
Mint:  Ichigo!  Aah!  [is picked up by a different one]
Lettuce:  Well, it's just the fo- Aah!  [is picked up by yetanother kirema anima]
Zakuro:  Ribbon Zaku- Aah![is picked up by one]
Kiwi:  [Grabs Candy and holds her closeas they are picked up by the last one]
Kish:  Ha!  You're all trapped!  [all are struggling to get out of the grasps of the kirema anima]
Candy:  [starts crying] I want to be withMommy!  I want to get down from here!  Waahh!
Kiwi:  Shush, Candy.  It will be all right.  Just wait, we'llthink of a way to get out of here.  [rips off apiece
of her outfit and wipes away Candy's tears]
Candy:  Really?
Kiwi:  Yes.  You just have to believe in yourself, and you'll haveenough confidence.
Candy:  Ok.  [scrunchesup her face, concentrating very hard.  All of a sudden, the Mew Mew'sweapons
are disappearing]
Ichigo:  Wha-?  My bell-bell!
Mint:  My...uh...whatever I have!  (i forget)
Lettuce:  My tanets!
Pudding:  My rings!
Zakuro:  My whip-thingy!  (I don't know the name for that or Mint's)
Kiwi:  My rod!



Candy:  My ribbons!
Ichigo:  All of our weapons are disappearing!  Not coming into me,like last time, but going into…
Candy:  What's happening?  I'm feelingpower!  [all of a sudden her ribbons appear inher hand again, but
bigger, and there were more of them]  Cool!  Iget different ribbons!  [words come into herhead]  Ribbon
Candy EncircleHealing!  (I couldn't come up with anything better)  [kirema animas disappear,
leavingregular animals and the alien thingies]
Kiwi:  Candy, you did it!  Now if only we had atrampoline, since we're falling from 50 feet up…
All:  AAAAHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  [allof a sudden Candy's ribbons shoot out from her hand and
expandon the ground to make a soft landing for all of them]
Kiwi:   Cool, Candy!

Bloopers:
Director: Ages, take one!
Zakuro: Yeah, you get that feeling when you first transform.  By the way, how oldare you?
Kiwi:  I'm 11.
Zakuro:  Well, Pudding's 11, Ichigo, Mint, and Lettuce are 12, and I'm 40.
All but Zakuro:  O.o
Zakuro:  Oh, the joysof plastic surgery!

Director: Kiwi's House, take one!
[Kiwiand Candy are playing in their bedroom]
Kiwi:  So, maybe you can come see the café that I work at, get to know myfriends?
Candy:  Ooh!  Ooh!  I'd love to! [bounces up and down on the bed, and all of a sudden, earsand a tail
pop out.  Candy keeps bouncing,oblivious to what was going on]
Kiwi:  Uh, Candy?  You have cat ears and a tail!
Candy:  Oh, that?  That happenssometimes, and I can fight evil, too, as Mew Candy!
Kiwi:  Uh, Candy, you're not supposed to know that!
Candy:  I'm not?  Help me out here,peoples, I'm only 6!

Director: Telling Ryou, take one!
Kiwi: Ryou, we need to talk.  WITH Candythere, too.  [pulls Ryou into a room]
Random man:  Aah!
Kiwi:  [looks around]  Oops, I just pulledyou into the men's bathroom when it was occupied, didn't I?
Ryou:  Yeah, I guess you did…

Director: TellingRyou, take two!
Kiwi: Ryou, we need to talk.  WITH Candythere, too.  [pulls Ryou into a room] Ryou, are you sure that
you only injected me with DNA?
Ryou:  Yeah, 1% sure.
Kiwi:  You're supposed to say 99% sure, you idiot!

Director: Falling, take one!
Kiwi: Candy, you did it!  Now if only we had atrampoline, since we're falling from 50 feet up…
All:  AAAAHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  [allof a sudden Candy's ribbons shoot out from her hand and
expandon the ground, and they land on them]
Pudding:  Hey, these ribbons didn't do anything!  Cool decorationthough!  Owwwiieee…



--------------------------------------------------------------------
Iknow, it's only five bloopers, but it's better than last time!
C U L8R!
Sailor Silver Sky



4 - Umm Chapter 4?

Mew Karina: Hi!  Now, I have changed my beginning and endingof stories to be like this!
Sailor Silver Sky:  Yes, and she is also being called MewKarina!  Although I’m still here!  So basically,
there are two of us!
Lita Kino:  Make that 3!
Emilia:  Or how about 4!
Natalie, Sam, Lauren, Rika, and Mikaela:  And don’t forget us!  We pop up from time to time as
authoresses helpers!
Drew Carey:  And most of the timein the author’s notes, we’re in the middle of playing a recreational
game ofWhose Line Is It Anyway!  With MewKarina, Sailor Silver Sky, and Lita Kino as our regulars,
andthe rest as 4th seaters!

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

'thoughts', [actions], (authors notes)

Ryou: Ok,we've figured it out. Candy, if there's a fightand we really need you, one of us will notify you.
(noidea how, I'm thinking COMMUNICATORS! Video ones, thatare made to look like compacts! Ok, I've
read WAY too much Sailor Moon, haven'tI?)
Candy: Got it!
Ryou: Now that we got that done, let's go get some ice cream!
Everyone else: Yay!
All: [go get ice cream]

Later…

Randomcustomer: Um, Miss?
Ichigo: Yes?
Random customer: There's a weird guy standing next to that window over there.He's staring at us.
Ichigo: [looks over at window] 'Dang, Kish is here!' [runs over and gets the other Mew Mews] Guys, Kish
is outside! Let's go!
Mew Mews: [Go outside]
Kish: [runs]
Mew Mews: [follow]
Kish: [runs more]
Mew Mews: [follow more]
Kish: [finally stops in a park] This will be theend of you! [kirema animascome crashing through]
Ichigo: Mew Mew Strawberry Metamorphosis!
Mint: Mew Mew Mint Metamorphosis!
Other Mew Mews: [transform] (I'm too lazy to write it all out)
Ichigo: Ribbon Strawberry Check!
Mint: Ribbon Mint Echo!
Lettuce: Ribbon Lettuce Flash!



Pudding: Pudding Ring Inferno!
Zakuro: Ribbon Zakuro Pure!
Kiwi: Ribbon Kiwi Shock!
Candy: Ribbon Candy Encircle! [attacks kill one kirema anima]
Other kirema anima: [go terrorize Tokyo]
Ichigo: Let's split up! Mint, Lettuce, and I will be together, and Pudding,Zakuro, Kiwi, and Candy will be
together!Let's go!

With Mint, Lettuce, and Ichigo…

Ichigo: [runsafter a kirema anima] Ribbon Strawberry Check!
Mint: [also runs after a kirema anima] Ribbon MintEcho!
Lettuce: [follows Mint and Ichigo] Ribbon Lettuce Flash! [kirema anima is defeated]

With Pudding, Zakuro, Kiwi, and Candy…

Zakuro: [runsafter 2 kirema animas] Ribbon Zakuro Pure!
Pudding: [also runs after the 2 kirema animas]Pudding Ring Inferno!
Kiwi: [follows Pudding and Zakuro] Ribbon Kiwi Shock!
Candy: [is on Kiwi's back] Ribbon Candy Encircle! [attacks kill one kirema anima]
Ichigo, Mint, and Lettuce: [run up]
Ichigo: We thought you might want some help! Ribbon Strawberry Check! [attack kills the other
kiremaanima]
Mint: [sees Kish running off] RibbonMint Echo! [attack misses Kish]

===============================================

Bloopers:

Director:Seeing Kish, take one!

Randomcustomer: Um, Miss?
Ichigo: Yes?
Random customer: There's a weird guy standing next to that window over there.He's staring at us.
Ichigo: [looks over at window and bursts out into laughter] Kish... [camera focuses on Kish. The window
hasmarker marks making it look like Kish has glasses, amustache, and a beard]
Kish: PUDDING!!!
Pudding: Yes, Kish?
Kish: I'm gonna get you!
Pudding: You can't catch me! [runs off, Kish on her tail]

Director:Attacking Kish, take one!

Mint: [sees Kish running off] RibbonMint Echo! [attack hits Kish, right in hisstomach]
Kish: X.X
Mint: Oops.



Director:Attacking Kish, take two!

Mint: [sees Kish running off] Kish's running away!
Ichigo: Mint, you're supposed to attack him!

Director:[sighs] Attacking Kish, take three!

Mint: [islooking at the clouds] Ooh, look! That one looks like a pirate ship!
Zakuro: MINT! Pay attention!

Director:Attacking Kish, take four! [silence] Umm, hello? We'reshooting!

Mint: [looksup from playing cards with Kagome, Raye, Sango, Ichigo, and Zakuro] Oh, we'restarting?
Kagome, Raye, Sango, sorry, but we need to film this. Ichigo, Zakuro,come on!

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SailorSilver Sky: Ok, that's the end of that chapter! Tell me if the bloopersaren't funny.
Drew Carey: Does the word HOEDOWNring a bell?  Get started!
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